Athens, Sifnos, Amorgos and Santorini

 15 Days

 Locations Included
Athens (3 nights)
Sifnos (3 nights)
Amorgos (4 nights)
Santorini (4 nights)

Daily Schedule
Day

Highlights

Location

Day 1

Arrival in Athens

Athens

Day 2

Acropolis, Museum & Mythology Tour

Athens

Day 3

Full Day Boat Tour Unique Sailing Experience to Agistri Moni Aegina

Athens

Day 4

Athens to Sifnos, Free day in Sifnos

Athens to Sifnos

Day 5

Hiking Day

Sifnos

Day 6

Ceramic Workshop

Sifnos

Day 7

Sifnos to Amorgos, Free afternoon/evening in Amorgos

Sifnos to Amorgos

Day 8

Villages of Aegiali

Amorgos

Day 9

Discover the Secret Amorgos (Kato Meria)

Amorgos

Day 10

The Foodie Tour

Amorgos

Day 11

Amorgos to Santorini, Free afternoon in Santorini

Amorgos to Santorini

Day 12

Hiking at the Edge of Caldera

Santorini

Day 13

Exploring the Myth of Santorini

Santorini

Day 14

Day Black Waters Sea Kayak

Santorini

Day 15

Depart Santorini

Detailed itinerary
1

Arrival in Athens
Private Athens Airport transfer (45 minutes)
Welcome to Athens! Your private driver will be waiting for you
outside of your arrival gate to transfer you safely and hassle-free to
your hotel in Athens.
Overnight: Athens

Monastiraki square, Athens

Optional Activity
Your specialist has selected this for you to consider.
"Medea and other friends I made in Athens" a unique live theatrical performance in Athens (1hr)
The funniest 60 minutes you will spend in Athens!
Come Watch a Unique, Funny, And Touching Play Right Under The Acropolis!
A 60-minute show of ancient Greek theatre with a twist! Ideal for small kids or big kids!
“During his visit to the Acropolis, a modern-day tourist slips and gets knocked out. When he awakens, he
finds himself transported to 5th century B.C, Athens.
There, he will have a talk with Medea on raising children, chase the god of Wealth himself around the
Parthenon, and find out how Odysseus solved a Cyclopean problem.”
The director Nancy Rigopoulou, has staged a unique show that allows the spectators of every nationality to
meet the deep, omnipotent, and timeless messages of the ancient Greek civilization in the most
entertaining and uncomplicating way.
In 60 minutes, without the need for any prior knowledge, the average viewer will become a participant in
some of the most important works of the world repertoire. Everything is done with redeeming laughter as
their guide, the surest way for anyone to deal with the twists of fate.
A unique product for all visitors to enjoy, offering a complete experience of Greece that will make your trip
unforgettable.
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Acropolis, Museum & Mythology Tour
Acropolis, Museum & Mythology Tour (8 hours)
The complete ancient Athens experience!
Dive into the marvelous world of Ancient Athens with a full-day tour
at all the must-visit sights.
Acropolis, Museum & Mythology Tour

Uncover stories from Greek mythology throughout the visit of the
magical Acropolis and 2 more landmarks in the city.
Continue with a unique Acropolis museum tour that explores the
private and public lives of ancient Athenians by decoding the hidden
messages within the artifacts they left behind!
Overnight: Athens

Optional Activities
Your specialist has selected these for you to consider.
Greek Cooking Classes in Athens (5hr)
Greek cuisine made easy! The secrets of Greek cuisine unravel in a simple and fun way under the patient
guidance of contemporary home cooks. Learn how to make famous Greek dishes such as tzatziki, Greek
salad, pies, and more!
A class designed by home cooks like yourself, that will let you cook the same dishes at home and take
back a memorable slice of Greece that you’ll always remember.
Learn how to cook real food for real people - your home cooks keep it simple.
Cook in the warm and authentic atmosphere of a real Greek home.
Enjoy a meal based on the freshness of the ingredients and the seasonality of the products.
Suitable for beginners but also for foodies that want to explore the Greek cooking philosophy.

Athens Nightlife Tour (3hr)
The Greek night at its best, away from touristic stereotypes.
One thing is for sure: Athens knows how to party! Forget all stereotypes and immerse into the real Greek
night!
Let one of Athens’ best local guides take you around some amazing nightlife places, with fantastic décor
and panoramic views where the locals hang out to drink and eat mezes (tapas).
Visit three-four hot spots of Athenian nightlife, from a neighborhood dive bar to a local favorite for great
music, both Greek and foreign.
Meet & interact with the locals and embrace their way of entertaining.
Try various drinks, from great Greek wine to the best cocktails in town.

Athens Night Boat Party: A party to remember! (3hr)
Get on board and admire the breath-taking skyline as you sail around the humming waters surrounding the
Athenian Riviera, grab some drinks, socialize with people from all over the world, dance on the deck, and
rock with the waves!

Enjoy the luxurious Athens Riviera game of the lights at night while feeling the vibe of the ultimate party
atmosphere reproduced by our talented DJ who is mixing the hottest music from the biggest artists. As we
sail into the sunset, the music gets louder, and the party will keep on raving until we return to Marina Zeas
at near midnight!
Let's party and have a memorable fun night!

Athens Riviera Night Cruise (3hr)
If you love the sea and wish to discover the hidden side of the Athens Riviera, then come aboard and
capture a whole new picture of Athens at night while sailing into the passionate sunset.
Start your evening in style on board a charming wooden sailing boat with a glass of sparkling wine while
gazing around Athenian Riviera, which is an area known for its impressive villas, exclusive beach resorts,
and glistering waters. Once the light dims over the Riviera, the breath-taking sunset creates a perfect
setting for guests to take photographs for everlasting memories. Listen to soothing songs on the main
saloon or upstairs on the open-air panoramic deck.
Highlights:
Experience sailing along the Athenian Riviera at night.
Sail into the sunset on board a charming wooden sailing boat.
Romantic experience on the wondrous sea.
An idyllic and unforgettable view of the city.
The entertaining company of selective music, sparkling wine, and soft drinks
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Full Day Boat Tour Unique Sailing Experience to Agistri Moni
Aegina
Full Day Boat Tour Unique Sailing Experience to Agistri Moni
Aegina (10 hours)
Escape the urban energy of Athens for the day and set sail for the
Saronic Islands to Agistri, Moni, and Aegina aboard a spacious
Greek sailing ship. Find your favorite spot on deck to soak up the
Mediterranean sun while island-hopping.
From ancient temples and wild peacocks to pristine beaches and an
optional bike ride, there’s something for everyone at each stop.
Swim and snorkel right off the boat, and indulge in a delicious Greek
lunch onboard during this luxury island adventure.

Full Day Boat Tour Unique Sailing
Experience to Agistri Moni Aegina

Cruise across the Saronic Gulf to three islands, with free time at
each to explore.
Take advantage of stops to swim, snorkel, relax on beaches, and
even ride a bike.
Enjoy drinks, snacks, and a generous Greek lunch onboard the
motorized sailing ship.
Overnight: Athens

Optional Activities
Your specialist has selected these for you to consider.
Enchanting Aegina Island day tour from Athens (11hr)
A surprisingly unspoiled island escape!
This beautiful island, beloved of Zeus and blessed with a rich history, gives a great taste of all other Greek
islands. Unspoiled landscapes, 19th-century charm, lovely beaches, and an outstanding cultural tradition in
fine arts and handicrafts are what make Aegina a favorite getaway just a short ferry ride from Athens!
During the tour you will:
Visit the Temple of Aphaia, one of ancient Greece’s most graceful monuments
Swim at a beautiful island beach, followed by lunch at a family-run seaside taverna
Try your skills at traditional local craft-making or learning traditional folk dances
Discover hidden corners and enter locals’ homes and workshops

The trip to Aegina, an island steeped in historical significance, begins with a ferry ride to the island, a
relaxing and enjoyable crossing during which you can loiter on deck and watch the playful seagulls or duck
inside for morning refreshments in the ship's comfortable lounge.
Upon arriving at the port of Aegina, we will head straight to one of the island's traditional houses; this one
has been transformed into a café, where we'll enjoy local delicacies and fresh homemade lemonade in the
charming courtyard.
After this refreshing pause, it's off to a lovely modern sculpture Museum with breathtaking views, to quickly
view works by an internationally acclaimed modern Greek sculptor, and to hear how he was inspired by the
mythology and the art of ancient Greece. From here, we'll head inland to the ruins of the island's medieval
capital, Paleochora, which is said to have once boasted 365 churches.
Further east lies the Temple of Aphaia, dating from approximately 500BC. It is a remarkable edifice,
perfectly placed to afford a stunning view back over the island and down to the shoreline, which is where
we'll head next, for a swim at one of Aegina's prettiest beaches. The swim will be followed by a delicious
lunch at a local seaside taverna offering authentic island cooking.
Once the meal is done, it's back to the port town for a wander through the colorful alleyways and a taste of
some Aegina pistachios, the island's most famous agricultural export. Then we'll meet some of the island’s
women that still hold alive its traditions and we’ll find out about the long tradition of arts and crafts that the
residents here still maintain; you'll have the chance to try your hand at lace-making or if you prefer
something a little more lively, there will be an opportunity to learn a traditional folk dance!
As the music fades and you finish dancing, your day in Aegina will be at an end, but on the evening boat
ride back to Piraeus, you'll have plenty to look back on from your all-day island adventure.

*Itinerary may be subject to changes during the winter and autumn months.
What's included
Professional, fun, knowledgeable top-rated English speaking tour leader from our specially trained
team
Professional English speaking driver throughout the tour
Modern spacious air-conditioned vehicle throughout the tour,
Round-trip ferry ride on a high-speed vessel in assigned seats
Local activity (lace crafts or traditional dances lesson)
Visit an artist’s studio and scenic photo stop
Hotel pick up & drop off, taxes, tolls, gas, 24/7 on the ground support
Not included
Entry fees to Temple of Aphaia
Food or drinks
Beach towels

A Dazzling Day Trip to Hydra Island from Athens (11hr)
A great cosmopolitan island escape, with pristine beaches, stunning architecture, and international cultural
allure!
Less than two hours from Piraeus, the island of Hydra is an ideal day-trip destination.
Completely traffic-free (no cars or scooters), the port town is positively charming, thanks to the magnificent
18th-century mansions lining the steep streets that rise up from the harbor’s edge. The stunning beaches
are tranquil, laid-back locations and the island is full of history and cultural charm.
Enjoy a Scenic horse ride around the island of Hydra.
Water taxi round trip from the center of the island to a secluded beach and back.
Sightseeing in a historic location, an important center of activity during the 1821 Greek War of
Independence.
What a way to spend your day away from the crowded city center!
At the port of Piraeus, you'll board the Flying Dolphin for a quick and comfortable hydrofoil ride to the
harbor town of Hydra. Once you reach the island you’ll be amazed by the local landscape that has made it
a favored retreat of jetsetters and rock stars such as Maria Callas, Leonard Cohen, Eric Clapton, The
Rolling Stones, Picasso and many more.
Then it's time to saddle up for a family-friendly ride through the town's different neighborhoods, because
the best way to explore Hydra is on the back of a horse, the island's traditional means of transportation (no
cars allowed!).
After your ride through town, you'll return to the harbor to board one of the island's famed water taxis, the
easiest and the most exciting way to reach the island's best beaches. Foremost among these is Plakes
Beach, equipped with sun-loungers and umbrellas, where you'll be heading for hours of fun in the sun and
the crystal-blue sea, as well as a delicious lunch at the seafront taverna right at the water's edge.
Following lunch, it's back to Hydra Town for a second trip, this time on foot, down the maze-like side streets
and by-ways where you'll spot artists' workshops, stylish boutiques, and a number of well-preserved historic
residences, some of which, once owned by important figures in Greece's 19th-century struggle for

independence, are now museums. Hydra has evolved into a cultural hub, where innovative exhibits, hip
happenings, and events with international appeal attract famous visitors from all over the world each
summer.
Your stroll will end at a family-run pastry shop that's famous for the local sweet (made from almonds)
known as amygdalota, and for its rich and delicious homemade ice cream. As you finish your treat on the
shaded veranda of the pastry shop, you'll be ready to leave the island with more than just a sweet taste on
your lips; you'll have the long-lasting memory of a special day spent on this little gem of an island.
Please note that some changes to the itinerary may be necessary between Nov-Mar.
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Athens to Sifnos, Free day in Sifnos
Athens to Sifnos, tranfers and ferry
Time to leave the city of Athens behind.
Your private driver will come to pick you up from your hotel and
transfer you to the port.
Catch the ferry to Sifnos.
Upon arrival in Sifnos, your private driver will be waiting for you to
transfer to your hotel hassle-free.
 Pick up rental car
Free day in Sifnos
Among the Cycladic islands, Sifnos stands out for both its
architecture and natural beauty. Once a thriving gold and silver
mining location, it has, since ancient times, cultivated a reputation for
the finer things in life. Today the island combines the picturesque
with a rich tradition in cuisine and crafts, along with a high-level
infrastructure in tourism. Despite its refined culture and “Cycladic
chic” ambiance, Sifnos retains a low profile that instills peacefulness
in the visitor.
The island offers a wide array of beaches, from Panagia
Chryssopigi, where you can dive from rocky ledges to more
organized swimming at Kamares, Platys Gialos, and Vathy. For
those who prefer to avoid crowds, there is Fykiada, accessible on
foot, while if you rent a yacht or have your own the island has
multiple small, secluded natural bays to enjoy.
The town of Artemon is defined by its beautiful neoclassical homes
and well-tended narrow streets, while its surrounding villages stand
out for their whitewashed courtyards, the deep colors of the
bougainvillea, and the finely crafted terracotta chimney tops on the
roofs.

Athens to Sifnos, tranfers and ferry

Traditional cuisine on Sifnos includes chickpea soup made in
ceramic bowls, mastelo (lamb or kid baked-on vine branches), and
salad with capers.
A swim at the quaint little ancient port of Seralia can be followed by a
seafood hors d’oeuvre, and later on by a walk up to the medieval
settlement of Kastro (Castle) with the Venetian loggias to see the
sunset and finally, you can wrap up an eventful day with Sifnos’ rich
nightlife.
Apollonia also offers plenty of choices for entertainment, as well as
more traditional pursuits, especially the island’s church festivals
(panigyri), which are accompanied by food for all and music – the
island even has a name for locals who organize the festivals
(panigyrades). If you go to the island in September, you will catch the
annual Cycladic Gastronomy Festival, named after its native
Nikolaos Tselementes, a renowned chef in Greece forever
synonymous with the Greek cookbook.
Like a gracious cosmopolitan hostess who also follows local
tradition, Sifnos is an island of opposites that work together and
provides a mix of people and lifestyles without losing its balance.
Overnight: Sifnos
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Hiking Day
Choose among the numerous hiking routes of Sifnos island. There
definitely is a route that suits your level and requirements!
Overnight: Sifnos

Hiking Day
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Ceramic Workshop
Ceramic Workshop (2 hours)
Our ceramist will introduce you to the wonderful world of ceramics,
where clay becomes art, teaching you the materials and techniques
of the art in her laboratory. Under her guidance, you will be able to
create your own art craft, a unique souvenir to take back home!
Overnight: Sifnos

Ceramic Workshop
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Transfer to Amorgos, Free afternoon/evening in Amorgos
 Drop off rental car
Ferry from Sifnos to Amorgos
Time to leave Sifnos behind and catch the ferry to beautiful Amorgos
island!

Ferry from Sifnos to Amorgos

 Pick up rental car
Free afternoon/evening in Amorgos
Amorgos, the island of the lm “Le Grand Bleu” is ready to be
discovered!
One of the most impressive Cycladic islands, boasting marvellous
beaches with azure waters, gorgeous caves, ideal spots for diving,
scenic bays, and ancient footpaths leading through its steep rocky
terrain…
Step off the beaten track and visit an island that has preserved its
traditional color, where the locals welcome you with a smile on their
face and make you feel at home!
Overnight: Amorgos
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Villages of Aegiali
Villages of Aegiali (4 hours)
This is the best way to familiarise yourself with the area of Aegiali,
the northeastern part of Amorgos. Today, the asphalt road
connecting Aegiali with Chora and Katapola ensures continuous
communication and contact but in the past, the wild mountain range
between these areas resulted in the creation of an almost “islandinside-an-island” feeling.
Our tour will start at the village of Langada, where we will enjoy a
beautiful stroll through the picturesque alleys, making a stop at an
old olive press.
We will continue to the village of Tholaria, where we will a short walk
through the traditional alleys. We will then visit Potamos, a quiet
village overlooking the bay of Aegiali and the surrounding islands,
where we can enjoy a coffee break admiring the view.
We will then head to the last stop of our tour, the port of Aegiali, with
its beautiful seafront and numerous shops, cafés, and restaurants.
Overnight: Amorgos

Villages of Aegiali
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Discover the Secret Amorgos (Kato Meria)
Discover the Secret Amorgos (Kato Meria) (7 hours)
Kato Meria (literally the “Lower Side”) remains unknown to most
visitors of Amorgos but a trip there will reward you with a pure rural
Cycladic landscape and genuine hospitality.
Starting at the village of Arkesini, we will enjoy a coffee break at the
traditional kafenío (coffee place) right next to the Hellenistic tower of
Agia Triada, a well-preserved building of the 4th century BC.
We will also stroll around the village, meeting people at their
everyday activities.
We will then continue to Agia Paraskevi, the location of the biggest
panygiri (traditional festival) of Amorgos, and its beautiful complex of
cells, kitchen, and other facilities that host visitors every year in July
25th and 26th.
We will then continue to the beach of Kalotaritissa, a well-protected
bay at the Southwestern tip of Amorgos, after passing by the bay of
Liveros where the shipwreck of Olympia can be seen.
We will start our way back from the village of Kolofana before
stopping for lunch in a well-known restaurant in the area of Kato
Meria, the last part of our trip.
Overnight: Amorgos

Discover the Secret Amorgos (Kato
Meria)
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The Foodie Tour
The Foodie Tour (3.5 hours)
An island of a living tradition, Amorgos offers the best chance to
taste authentic recipes and local goodies, following their way from
production to your plate.
Our Foodie Tour will take us through the village of Langada,
stopping at selected spots of local production and offerings.

The Foodie Tour

We will learn about honey and olive oil production, taste the
traditional liquor “psimeni raki” and wine, as well as other local
delicacies such as cheese and fava. Our tour will end with a light
meal based on local ingredients.
Taste authentic Greece!
Overnight: Amorgos

Optional Activity
Your specialist has selected this for you to consider.
Greek Dance Class! Opa! (2hr)
No matter your level, learn how to have fun the local way!
The basic steps are as easy as 1-2-3 and you will be able to dance your way through one of the numerous
Greek celebrations even after your first class.
Our dance teacher will adjust the lesson to your prior knowledge and interests. Don’t worry if this is your
first time dancing in Greek style!
You will be introduced to the basic steps and combinations and be able to tune to the rhythm.
If you are more into Greek music and dances, you can opt for a local island dances lesson or discuss other
regions of Greece that might be of special interest to you.
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Transfer to Santorini, Free afternoon in Santorini
 Drop off rental car
Amorgos to Santorini
Leaving the island of Amorgos behind and get ready for Santorini! An
island that is sure to amaze you!
Enjoy the ferry ride from Amorgos to Santorini.
Upon arrival in Santorini, your private driver will be waiting for you to
transfer to your hotel.
Free afternoon in Santorini
The popular Greek island of Santorini is blessed with all of these
attractive features and more. This lovely volcanic island in the
Cyclades lies in the middle of the Aegean and is well known for its
strikingly white cliff-side homes with their pretty deep blue rooftops.
Visitors will be treated to dramatic ocean views, pristine beaches,
traditional Grecian architecture, many fascinating historical sites, fine
dining, and numerous, excellent local wineries. With all of this on
offer, it is little wonder that this remarkably romantic island has
become one of the world’s most popular island getaways with
numerous points to explore and indulge your senses!
Overnight: Santorini

Amorgos to Santorini
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Hiking at the Edge of Caldera
Hiking at the Edge of Caldera (5 hours)
Enjoy a guided walking tour on Santorini's most impressive path,
right on the rim of the famous volcanic caldera.
Follow the footsteps of ancient merchants, farmers, and sailors, and
experience a once-in-a-lifetime adventure.

Hiking at the Edge of Caldera

This path takes you along the edge of the supervolcano that inspired
the myth of Atlantis.
Your local guide will take you through traditional whitewashed
settlements, at the only inhabited caldera in the world.
Marvel at the azure sea and the breathtaking landscape, while
learning about the rich myths and history of Santorini.
Starting from Fira and ending in Oia, you will enjoy extraordinary
views, visit unique places of interest and capture exceptional
photographic moments.
Immerse yourselves into the island life and enjoy the bright sky, the
endless horizon, and the true wonder of nature that is Santorini.
Inclusions: Transportation, English speaking local Assistant, Meze
lunch
Level of difficulty: Moderate to difficult, including a lot of steps and
rugged terrain (good level of fitness is required – can be amended
upon request to accommodate less fit guests)
Overnight: Santorini
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Exploring the Myth of Santorini
Exploring the Myth of Santorini (6 hours)
Amazing experience between myth and 9D virtual reality at the
unique Lost Atlantis Museum.
Our licensed guide will give you the chance to discover the
prehistoric town which was destroyed by the huge eruption on
1612BC. You will have the impression that the past is unfolding
ahead while walking around the paths and very well maintained
buildings.
Sailing with a traditional boat to Volcano and then to the Hot Springs
for a comfort swimming in warm waters.
Overnight: Santorini

Exploring the Myth of Santorini
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Day Black Waters Sea Kayak
Day Black Waters Sea Kayak (5 hours)
On this kayak and snorkel adventure in Santorini, you will visit black,
white, and red beaches, enter magnificent sea caves, swim and
snorkel.
Your tour comes with an expert guide and roundtrip transfer from
your hotel or lodging destination to and from the beach of Mesa
Pigadia.
You'll get to kayak along the South coast, take in the beautiful views
of the Black, White, and Red Beach, snorkel near Kampia Beach,
and more on your epic sea adventure. Your excursion also covers a
savory lunch in a traditional tavern, making it the ideal adventure for
thrill-seekers and foodies alike.
Start your epic journey with a ride from your hotel to Santorini's
south coast to Mesa Pigadia-- a serene beach with black sand. From
here, you'll hop on your kayak and paddle along the coast with our
BCU Certified Guides to pass the beautiful beaches cave houses
carved into the mountains, and rock formations near Black mountain
as you explore its sea caves. You'll get to enter the iconic sea caves
of Black Mountain and pass one of the oldest lighthouses in Greece-the Akrotiri Lighthouse.
Continue your sea adventure paddling east to pass by the white rock
cliffs of White Beach before reaching the beautiful red rock
formations and vivid colors of Red Beach.
After this, you’ll enjoy a 40min break in Kampia Beach, one of the
most secluded beaches that feature white cliffs in Santorini. Go
snorkeling to discover the marine life in the crystalline waters of the
Aegean Sea, including sea urchins, starfish, and even sea turtles if
you’re lucky.
Then, head to a family-run traditional Greek taverna where you'll
dine on a delicious snack.
Head back in your kayak to paddle to your starting point at Mesa
Pigadia.
End your tour with a delicious lunch of traditional Greek food in a
taverna before you head back to your hotel.
Whether you're looking for a scenic excursion or a water-filled
adventure activity, this exciting tour offers the best of both worlds.
Overnight: Santorini

Day Black Waters Sea Kayak
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Depart Santorini
Santorini to Santorini Airport private transfer (45 minutes)
After breakfast, you will be transferred by private car to Santorini
International Airport for your flight out, full of memories, making you
dream about the day you will be back and see more of Greece!

Rental Car
Day 4 - 7 · Pick up: Sifnos, Drop off: Sifnos

Small size car with automatic transmission
A small category car such as a Peugeot 208. The precise model can vary depending on availability.
Rental includes full insurance (with an excess amount per the insurance company's policy) and more than
sufficient mileage for your itinerary. Delivery to your hotel or drop-off at a different location or after hours may incur
additional charges.

Day 7 - 11 · Pick up: Amorgos, Drop off: Amorgos

Small size car with automatic transmission
A small category car such as a Peugeot 208. The precise model can vary depending on availability.
Rental includes full insurance (with an excess amount per the insurance company's policy) and more than
sufficient mileage for your itinerary. Delivery to your hotel or drop-off at a different location or after hours may incur
additional charges.

What's Included
Activities
Day 2: Acropolis, Museum & Mythology Tour (private group)
Day 3: Full Day Boat Tour Unique Sailing Experience to Agistri Moni Aegina (group tour)
Day 5: Hiking Day (private group)
Day 6: Ceramic Workshop (private group)
Day 8: Villages of Aegiali (private group)
Day 9: Discover the Secret Amorgos (Kato Meria) (private group)
Day 10: The Foodie Tour (private group)
Day 12: Hiking at the Edge of Caldera (private group)
Day 13: Exploring the Myth of Santorini (small group)
Day 14: Day Black Waters Sea Kayak (small group)
Transportation
Day 1: Private Athens Airport transfer
Day 4: Athens to Sifnos, tranfers and ferry
Day 7: Ferry from Sifnos to Amorgos
Day 11: Amorgos to Santorini
Day 15: Santorini to Santorini Airport private transfer
Day 4 - 7: Small size car with automatic transmission
Day 7 - 11: Small size car with automatic transmission
Accommodations
Your specialist has not yet selected any hotels for you.
Please ask your specialist to select hotels with availability for your travel dates.

Excludes
International flights
The meals not mentioned in the trip plan
Personal expenses
Travel insurance, and repatriation insurance
Optional excursions, activities, and optional tours
Reservations marked as "reserved by traveler" are reservations that the traveler is responsible for directly. These
items are not reserved or supported by kimkim and are included in the trip plan just for completeness.

About your local specialist

We are a leading Greece destination management company (DMC).
A professional services company with in-depth local knowledge, expertise, and resources, working in the design and
implementation of events, activities, tours, transportation, and travel packages covering each and every corner of this
amazing country named Greece.
Here at Greece Adventure Trips (G.A.T.) we organize and implement travel packages and one day tours in selected
areas of Epirus, from the dreamed Zagorohoria to the imposing Tzoumerka and the unique beauty of Thesprotia
(Acheron River), Western Macedonia, from the magical Prespes to the unique national park of Pindos, of the
Peloponnese, a huge outdoor museum, of the Ionian Islands with the crystal clear turquoise waters, the dazzling
Mykonos and Santorini, the cater of western civilization and vibrant Athens, Crete that simply has it all, but also in
"hidden gems" all over Greece.
Our network of guides and partners around the country excels at “introducing” their region and its people through a
dynamic program tailored to the natural environment, culture, history, and gastronomic products of each region.
From one-day excursions to multi-day explorations we provide participants with a unique opportunity to open "closed
doors" and experience "hidden secrets" in the land of Gods and people.
We promote Greece's nature & culture through adventure activities, organized trips & tours, that will give the real feeling
of what Greece is all about.

Angela
Based in Athens, Lefkada and Kalamata

Hi everyone! I am Angela (or as my Greek friends call me, Aggeliki). Let
me introduce myself: I am a travel and adventure lover just like you! I work
in the travel industry, for a quiet few years now, and I love creating new
exciting trips, tours, and above all,...

Why travelers love kimkim
Custom trips for independent travelers who are too busy to plan



Customize your trip with the help of a local travel specialist



Authentic travel experiences



Secure & easy booking



Local support during your trip

Kimkim has handpicked the world’s top local travel specialists so you will have
peace of mind and an unforgettable trip that meets your exact requirements.

Kimkim’s local specialists ensure that you will have the best experience based
on up-to-date local insights. On top of that, the vast majority of your money will
go straight to support and grow local economies.

Once you are happy with the trip, you can easily book via kimkim’s secure
payment platform.

You can always reach your local specialist with a quick message or call in case
you hit a snag during your trip, or simply want some great local
recommendations.

Kimkim offers a 100% satisfaction guarantee. If you are not fully satisfied with us, we’ll
work with you to make it right.

All kimkim trips are 100% climate neutral.

Kimkim is accredited by the Better Business Bureau with an A+ rating.
Seller of Travel Registration number: CST #2136279-40.
Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the State of California.

